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Just dry, apply, and wipe! 

This transparent and odorless material pre-loaded on the angled tip of the wand applicator will cover all 
teeth and restorations, a denture plate (all surfaces), or a variety of removable appliances. 
 

No etching, no bonding agents, and no curing is required. This simple and fast application occurs via a 
chemical bond (covalence), not a mechanical bond which requires the above actions. Our products 
generally take only a few minutes to complete a full-mouth or denture application. You may wish to 
touch the wand tip to your glove to determine if the material is still there; it will leave a small residue 
mark. 
 

- If using fluoride, apply DentaSEAL products afterward 
       - If whitening teeth, apply DentaSEAL products after achieving the whitened level desired 
       - Correct all underlying pathologies before applying DentaSEAL Protect, i.e. caries, cracked tooth 
       - Do not use DentaSEAL products in conjunction with other surface coatings or varnish materials 
 

Silicone oil is inert and non-toxic. An allergic reaction is extremely rare. If it occurs, discontinue use and 
notify the patient's physician. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

1. Isolate tooth surfaces to create a drip-free environment for one arch at a 8me. 
2. Dry teeth with air or co<on (desicca8on is not necessary). 
3. Carefully remove the wand from the vial, taking care not to touch the angled 8p to any surfaces. 
4. "Paint" chosen surfaces, one arch at a 8me; then vigorously buff all surfaces with gauze. 
5. Swipe material off the applicator 8p with a microbrush for hard-to-reach surfaces. 
6. For interproximal areas: 

a. Use a microbrush, dental tape or expanding floss to drag the material from treated 
surfaces onto interproximal surfaces by making back-and-forth and up-down mo8ons -- 
pay special a<en8on to interproximal contact points 

7. Once all surfaces are treated, vigorously buff with gauze. This creates a slick, thin layer. The more you 
buff, the be<er its performance and protec8on. Thinner is be+er. 

8. Repeat the applica8on process on the second arch. 
9. If applying to mi8gate sensi8vity, have the pa8ent swish with cold or hot water aYer applica8on. The 

pain should be resolved; if it’s not, repeat the procedure and ensure no underlying pathology exists. 
 
* Protect and Appliance is for Single Pa8ent Only usage 
* Appliance Mul8 is for use on new, unworn appliances 
* Dispose of applicator vial and wand aYer using 
* Store at room temperature 
 

For questions, please contact:  Steven Turley @ 833-600-6003 
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